《The Mysterious CEO》
200 Fate to have sister like her!
This was the first time ever in Bo Xiao's life, he felt so helpless and worried. He was
himself injured so many times in the past during the completion of the missions, but he
never felt like this before ever.
However, this time was different because again Liu Juan saved his life.
Yes again!!!
Why?!!!
Why?!!!
Why?!!!
This was the question constantly hitting him inside his head. Earlier he somehow
forgot his indebtedness towards Liu Juan, but again Liu Juan saved his life by taking
a bullet on herself and saving him and his indebtedness had increased yet again.
There were many men that were in his villa to protect him and he never felt something
like indebtedness towards them, but when it came to Liu Juan. He felt that relentless
indebtedness as if his whole body was pierced with the needles.
Perhaps, he considered her as his rival for the position of the head and Liu Juan's
sacrifices for him making him feel that she was feeling pity for him.

He hated the word 'pity'.
He made himself so strong, powerful and capable that no one could feel pity for him
let alone make Liu Juan feel pity for him.
"Faster...Damnit! Faster…" He growled like a tiger at the driver.
No…
He wouldn't let Liu Juan die until she would tell him what she wanted from him. And
what was the reason to save him more than once? There was no way she didn't know

that he had planned to kill her.
'Swashhhh…'
Finally, the van reached the villa. All of the team members swiftly down got from the
van and took Liu Juan down on the stretcher and ran towards their private hotel.
"Thunk"
.
.
.
"Thunk"
.
.
.
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"Thunk"
.
.
.
"Thunk"
"Doctor ...call the doctor now!" Bo Xiao bawled at the Butler while pushing the
stretcher onwards which Liu Juan was lying lifeless within the pool of her own blood.
It was a few hours before the wee hours of the morning when the van entered the
estate where Bo Xiao's villa was established.
The Butler got the notification about the arrival of Bo Xiao and his team members and
he was just about to come near to the entrance to welcome the winning warriors.
Unexpectedly to him, all the warriors had grave expressions on their faces and Liu

Juan was lying on the stretcher lifelessly. With this, the arrival of the winning warriors
caused chaos in the entire estate.
The butler, without wasting a second, went to fetch the doctors.
…
Liu Ruolan was peacefully sleeping while having a wonderful dream of her and Bo
Xiao. Unexpectedly, the chaos in the villa ruined her dream and made her lose her
interest to continue her sleep.
Liu Ruolan growled annoyingly and went out to lash her frustration on the maids for
ruining her dream...oh ...I meant her sleep. However, as soon as she stepped outside.
She heard that Bo Xiao and the other team members were back with the winning flag.
She immediately ran towards the entrance to meet Bo Xiao. It had been one month,
she hadn't seen him. It was the first time, Bo Xiao went for a mission for so long.
Moreover, this time, she was very frustrated because of the presence of their boss and
(only as per Liu Ruolan) Liu Juan.
It was really the first time, Liu Ruolan hated being in this villa. Nevertheless, Bo Xiao
was back so her happy days were also back.
Perhaps not!!!
As soon as she went downstairs she heard that Bo Xiao went towards the private
hospital. Her heart immediately came into her throat and without completely listening
to the words of maids that actually who were injured, Liu Ruolan dashed towards the
hospital.
At that time, the doctors came towards the operation room. Bo Xiao held the collar of
the head of the doctors and threatened "If anything happens to her then you should
forget about your life!"
"Young Master…" The head of the doctors wanted to pacify Bo Xiao, but before the
head of the doctors could completely address Bo Xiao as 'Young Master Bo', Liu
Ruolan dashed towards Bo Xiao "Bo Xiao, are you alright, huh? Where are you hurt?"
Liu Ruolan worriedly scrutinizing Bo Xiao to see where he was hurt and was asking
him worriedly, however, Bo Xiao kicked her away "Move away you B*tch!"
'Thud'
And again he looked towards the doctors with his icy-cold threatening eyes "Do you

understand?"
"Yes...Yes…" The head of the doctors said and disappeared from Bo Xiao's sight
inside the operation theater.
'Click'
The red light on the outside wall of operation theater switched on.
'Tsk...Tsk...What fate has she to have a sister like you!" Right at that moment, again a
sarcastic comment came. There was no need to say who this person was.
Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan turned to look at their boss who was leisurely standing.
Bo Xiao moved his sight down in defeat, whereas, Liu Ruolan moved her sight down
as she felt hurt. She missed Bo Xiao so much and when she was asking about his
health and worrying about him, in response, he treated her like trash by kicking her
away. Moreover, with the sarcastic comment of their boss, Liu Ruolan's bright mood
hearing the arrival of Bo Xiao turned into ashes!
There were other team members who were also injured who were also getting
treatment, while the rest of the members were waiting outside the operation theater.
....
When all of the team members(Including Bo Xiao and Liu Juan) went for the mission,
they didn't know who was going to be on for this mission with them as they covered
their faces with the back masks until they reached the target place. Even the leader of
the mission would announce later when they reached the target place by the person
who drove all of the members to the target place.
When they reached the target place, all the team members removed their masks and
turned to look at the leader of the mission who was announced as leader i.e Bo Xiao.
However, during this mission, everyone really knew that even though Bo Xiao was the
leader, Liu Juan was the one who had performed efficiently and lead the mission to its
success. Her performance was top-notch as her efficient fighting skills had saved many
team members from getting shot during the mission and in that list of team members
Bo Xiao was also included!

